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Abstract

This work seeks to determine if and how much the smart learning environment of
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) tools like YouTube can help
improve learners’ fluency of language use and expression in their daily written
communication. This research highlights and takes advantage of the potential role
and features of multimedia brought to the language learner by the ICT tools, taking
YouTube online English learning resources as an example of this smart learning
environment. This work hypothesizes that learners who engage with, expose
themselves more to and leverage such online language materials could develop
their fluency of daily language use and expression in writing over time. The findings
of this research show that there is a statistically significant difference in some but
not all aspects of the learners’ writing fluency; basically, the accuracy and
organization of ideas as qualitative dimensions of fluency improved after the actual
exposure to YouTube over five months as long as factors like engagement,
enhancement and intelligibility are provided by its multi-mediated input. However,
other aspects of fluency in writing could develop slightly but with no statistically
significant difference. Also, compared to other sources of language learning in the
learners’ environment, multimedia educational tools developed by ICT like the widely
known platform YouTube can be more effective and thus strongly recommended
equally for language learners and teachers where optimization of writing fluency is
the target of learning. This paper is a work-in-progress that investigates the role and
impact of smart learning environment of ICT multi-media on English language
learners’ fluency and accuracy of use and expression in speaking and writing.
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Introduction
ICT in the field of education is the integration of various technologies of information

and communication so as to leverage its capacity for the optimisation, enhancement

and creating of a better learning environment and smoother learning process. A wealth

of research in the literature showed the significant and positive impact on students’
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achievements through the increase in the use and exposure to ICT in education. Aoki

(2010) in a report findings by the National Institute of Multimedia Education in Japan

showed that “the students with continuous exposure to ICT technology through educa-

tion demonstrated better ‘knowledge’, presentation skills, innovative capabilities, and

were ready to take more efforts into learning as compared to their counterparts”. More-

over, ICT has impacted multimedia learning of language with its attractive and inter-

active strengths to provide easy to reach multimedia language materials (MMLM); such

MMLM are packaged with graphical, textual, animated, audio and video materials de-

livered to the end-user through wide variety of electronic devices, primarily via com-

puters, smart boards and phones. ICT, whose implementation is intended to create

smart learning environment— YouTube online English learning resources as an ex-

ample of this smart learning environment, is synonymous with smart learning environ-

ments in this work. However, it would be useful to define smart learning environments

although there is no completely agreed upon definition for them, yet they are often

understood as an improvement of physical environments with novel technologies to

provide a smart, interactive classroom with increased interactivity, personalized learn-

ing, efficient classroom management, and better student monitoring (Yesner, 2012, as

cited in Libbrecht, Müller, & Rebholz, 2015). Smart learning environments are related

to ambient technologies, describing learning environments, which exploit new tech-

nologies and approaches, such as ubiquitous and mobile learning, to support people in

their daily lives in a proactive yet unobtrusive way (Buchem and Pérez-Sanagustín,

2013; Mikulecký 2012, as cited in Libbrecht et al., 2015). The rational and significance

for integrating ICT tools for creating smart learning environments in foreign/second

language education lies in the fact that ICT multi-faceted features in the domain of lan-

guage learning are many, especially those that can be beneficial for language learners

like personalization, networking and interactivity, inclusiveness, richness of authentic

and engaging input.

Personalization is one major facilitative characteristic of modern ICT in education

also known as customization or individuality of choice of materials where a service or a

product can be tailored to cater for specific individuals’ or group’s needs. Put differ-

ently, each student can now learn at his/her own pace and space and instructors can

accommodate and cater for the individual needs and interests of learners. This feature

can be hypothesized to enhance multi-media learning through the adjustment of a

given language input that learners may be able to get more and clearer input and thus

greater or more fluent output. More on personalization and the integrity of knowledge,

Vaughan (1993) suggested that when the user or viewer of the project can adapt and

control what and when these elements are delivered, it is interactive multimedia; more

usefully, this interactive multimedia has become hypermedia providing learners with a

structure of linked elements where now materials can be widely navigated, interacted

with and exchanged. In this research ICT multimedia is employed as both interactive

and hypermedia catalyst where a “structure of linked elements of knowledge” is bring-

ing an array of MMLM to learners through their devices. Also, personalization includes

the use of YouTube closed captions and its adjustable settings related to font size,

color, opacity and the playback speed for learning and improving writing.

Networking and interactivity are the use of social networks in both private and aca-

demic life, for example YouTube. (Mukhaini, Al-Qayoudhi, & Al-Badi, 2014) “These
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are tools used to enable users for social interaction. The use of social networks (SNs)

complements and enhances teaching in traditional classrooms. For instance, YouTube,

Facebook, wikis, and blogs provide a huge amount of material on a wide range of sub-

jects. Students can, therefore, turn to any of these tools for further explanations or clar-

ifications”. This feature can be hypothesized to enhance the reception and production

of input giving leaners a chance for language practice and active exposure.

Inclusiveness means that a wider diversity of people can make (easy) use of it. Rice

(2011) Inherent in inclusive education is the notion that reform and improvements

should not only focus on children with disabilities but on “whole school improvement

in order to remove barriers that prevent learning for all students” (GeSCI, 2007, as

cited in Rice, 2011). Inclusive schools can “accommodate all children regardless of their

physical, intellectual, emotional, social, linguistic or other conditions” (Article 3,

Salamanca Framework for Action). However, inclusive education is not a synonym for

special needs education or integration techniques but an “an on-going process in an

ever-evolving education system, focusing on those currently excluded from accessing

education, as well as those who are in school but not learning” (UNESCO 2008). Ac-

cording to Rice (2011) “There is a wide variety of accessible ICTs currently available

which can help overcome reduced functional capacity and enable communication, cog-

nition and access to computers.” This feature can mean welcoming and accommodat-

ing more learners through the potential outreaching and connecting with everyone.

Rich provider for authentic language input, context and culture as in the easy-to-get

authentic input that is quantity- and quality-wise useful. Grzeszczyk (2016) noted that

“CALL was expanding and introducing tools helped teachers to supply learners with

more up-to-date, authentic, target-specific, and learner-oriented materials”. According

to Pun (2013) “using multimedia technology offers the students with more information

than textbooks and helps them to be familiar with cultural backgrounds and real-life

language materials, which can attract the students to learning”. More on culture, Pun

(2013) observed that “the learners, through the use of multimedia technology, will not

only improve their listening ability, but also learn the culture of the target language;

this brings about an information sharing opportunity among students and makes them

actively participate in the class activities that help the students to learn the language

more quickly and effectively”. In terms of context, “the utilization of multimedia tech-

nology can create a context for the exchange of information among students and

between teachers and students, emphasizing student engagement in authentic, mean-

ingful interaction” (Warschauer & Meskill, 2000, as cited in Pun, 2013) as in “using

multimedia in English teaching/ learning can be an appropriate method to help stu-

dents to get a sense of the sociocultural context in which the language is used”

(Kramsch, 1999, as cited in Yang, 2008), “as well as raising students’ language aware-

ness under the framework of World Englishes” (Kunschak, 2004, McKay, 2002, as cited

in Yang, 2008).

ICT can provide a whole raft of engaging multi-media materials as learners can be all

the more free to choose and adjust their learning materials. A wealth of research has

shown that “using social media as an educational tool can lead to increased student en-

gagement motivating them to learn more (about) languages by way of audio, visual and

animation support” Tarantino, McDonough, and Hua (2013). (See also Annetta,

Minogue, Holmes, & Cheng, 2009; Chen, Lambert, & Guidry, 2010; Junco 2012; Patera,
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Draper, & Naef, 2008). (Izquierdo, Simard, & Garza, 2015) confirmed previously estab-

lished research in education that ICT makes it easier for learners to access language

materials, stressing an existing correlation between second language learning and the

use of multi-media materials in a computer-enhanced language learning milieu showing

an impact on learning behaviour with increased motivation. This said, ICT multi-media

could be enriching for the learners’ language experience as in helping learners write flu-

ently (quantity- as well as quality-wise). This research underscores that the language

used in this input can be taken as a model for the language learner. Thus, in addition

to other previous and coming input possibly acquired by the learner, the new input

could be in effect increasingly adding up to the learner’s knowledge of language and de-

veloping their output to be more fluent.

With the above-mentioned plausible advantages of ICT in mind and that modern

ICT technology like YouTube has impacted multimedia in education as far as it can be

seen through a wide range of educational channels, it’s worth questioning this impact

from a desirable angle by language learners and instructors, which is the fluency of

writing performance.

A far-reaching definition of fluency in writing that would suit the purpose of this

study is based on a number of perspectives of fluency in the literature combined in a

study by (Atasoy & Temizkan, 2016) “the act of writing the maximum number of lan-

guage units in a short period of time while also paying attention to accuracy, the coher-

ent and consistent organization of ideas within the text, and the usage of words and

sentences in a complex manner.”

The focal point of this study is that, can learners of English make a progress in a better

(in the sense of quality and quantity) communicative writing as long as the seemingly

learning environment by way of multi-media technology of ICT cannot be more helpful

as it is as facilitative as it sounds (both in terms of technical capabilities and language

materials and content information possibilities) for learners of English in writing?

This study attempts to reach an understanding of what and how much, if any, can be

developed of learners’ written performance in terms of fluency given that they are to

varying degrees exposed to and engaging with ICT multi-media during their learning

process.

RQ. Can exposure to and engagement with ICT educational multimedia like You-

Tube have some effect on the development of learners’ fluency of language use and ex-

pression in writing?

Literature review
This research examines the multimedia role of ICT in language learning as input pro-

vider of language materials, assuming that ICT YouTube technology as input provider

and enhancer, and its impact on learners’ development of fluency in writing. Therefore,

it would be necessary to look into the relevant input theories of language learning and

those of multimedia trying to connect the dots between them; the theories adopted in

this research are the language learning theories of Comprehensible Input, Input and

Interaction, Comprehensible Output, Input Enhancement, Noticing the Gap and the

Multimedia Learning Theory.

The first and foremost stage of language acquisition assumed by Krashen and his pro-

ponents is the introduction of “comprehensible input” which is defined as “a language
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input which can be comprehended by listeners albeit not understanding all the words

and structures in it. This input is described as one level above that of the learners if it

can only just be understood” (British Council, 2020a, b). ‘Comprehensible input’ is the

crucial and necessary ingredient for the acquisition of language supplied in a low anx-

iety situation, containing messages that students really want to hear. However essential

to the language development, “comprehensible input is held to be a necessary, though

not sufficient, condition for SLA” (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1983). Long’s Input and Inter-

action Hypothesis (Long, 1985) argues for the significance of both input comprehen-

sion and modifications in order to facilitate language acquisition, i.e., through

negotiated interaction of discourse structure and modified input. Following Krashen’s

comprehensible input hypothesis (1992, 1994), “Multi-media Instruction (MI) research

has provided learners with rich exposure to the L2 in meaning-based tasks built upon

different media features” (Plass & Jones, 2005, as cited in Izquierdo et al., 2015).

According to Swain (2005), the output hypothesis “asserts that the act of producing

language (speaking or writing) constitutes under certain circumstances, part of the

process of second language learning” (Swain, 2005, p. 471, as cited in Pannell, Partsch,

& Fullver, 2017) and “that even without implicit or explicit feedback provided from an

interlocuter about the learners’ output, learners may still, on occasion, notice a gap in

their own knowledge when they encounter a problem in trying to produce the L2”

(Swain & Lapkin, 1995).

Input enhancement, Smith (1991) examines the concept of “‘consciousness raising’ in

second language learning, i.e., how certain features of language input become salient to

learners suggesting different ways for making input salient and different ways in which

such salience may affect the learner’s knowledge and performance in language learn-

ing”. Relating to the concept of consciousness raising is what is now termed in neuro-

linguistics as metacognitive awareness. Just as it is essential to effective learning,

metacognition is an important part of successful technology adoption (Gurbin, 2015).

The noticing hypothesis (Schmidt, 1990, 2001, as cited in Schmidt, 2010) argues that

“input does not become intake for language learning unless it is noticed, that is, con-

sciously registered”.

Mayer (2009) defines a “multimedia environment as one in which material is pre-

sented in more than one format – such as in words and pictures” where according to

his “multimedia principle”, Mayer (2002) premises that “people can learn more deeply

when they receive an explanation in words and pictures rather than words alone”. In

the same vein, “according to the sensory modalities view, in his perspective, multimedia

means that two or more sensory systems in the learner are involved. It focuses on the

sensory receptors the learner uses to perceive the incoming material – such as the eyes

and the ears”. In this respect, the signalling principle of multimedia states that students

engage in “deeper learning when key steps in the narration are signalled rather than

non-signalled” (Mayer, 2005). Signals give cues to the learners about what words and

pictures to notice and enables their organisation. This means that linguistic elements

need to be linked to some visual stimuli so as to assist learners’ storage of the new lin-

guistics elements in their long-term memory (Matus, 2018).

In relation to these multimedia theories, a number of multimedia technology studies

were conducted in the field of language learning focusing on different language aspects

and different multimedia applications and their potential impacts and facilitative
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features. For example, the multi-media effect of captions or subtitles inclusion whilst

watching films dealt with issues like the listening comprehension improvement and vo-

cabulary acquisition. (Yoshino, Kano, & Akahori, 2000) examined the listening compre-

hension of Japanese EFL students and found that foreign subtitles inclusion can be

“helpful but native-language subtitles provide no benefit or less benefit” in this regard.

(Mitterer & McQueen, 2009) supported the previous studies that second language

learners can boost their listening ability when watching films with “foreign-language

subtitles as this can improve repetition of both previously heard and new words, the

latter demonstrating lexically-guided retuning of perception. While native-language

subtitles can help only recognition of previously heard words but harm recognition of

new words”. In terms of vocabulary acquisition, in their study (Winke, Gass, &

Sydorenko, 2010) mentioned “a number of observations about the use of captions, con-

firming previous research that captions are beneficial because they result in greater

depth of processing by focusing attention, reinforce the acquisition of vocabulary

through multiple modalities, and allow learners to determine meaning through the

unpacking of language chunks”. Xiao (2007) conducted a study on the effect of the use

or interaction with native speakers through video conferencing as a multimedia for oral

practice of speaking in English on learners’ oral improvement of fluency, accuracy and

complexity. He found “a significant improvement in fluency, a slightly significant im-

provement in accuracy, but no improvement in complexity for the L2 learners” as a re-

sult of this kind of exposure to English to interact with native speakers.

The potential of using ICT multimedia with its features of personalization, network-

ing, inclusiveness, richness of engaging input, context and culture like YouTube for lan-

guage learning and its impact on other aspects like the fluency of use and expression of

writing, however, has not been sufficiently investigated. This research is mainly inter-

ested in the role of the foreign language subtitled multimedia (like YouTube) effect on

learner’ improvement of writing fluency. In this research, “multimedia” means the avail-

ability of both speech and text as implied by the sensory modalities view of multimedia

contrasted with mono-media as having either of them, i.e., speech/ text, Mayer (2009).

To connect the dots, this work proposes the use of ICT as a multimedia source of

comprehensible input which is hypothesized to lend itself to help learners producing

comprehensible output, i.e., or more fluent use and expression of language in writing;

this is hypothesized to be achieved first, as ‘learners consciously by themselves or made

conscious by the teacher to notice their gap(s), (especially in terms of gaps related to

accuracy of language use), in the provided input—what becomes intake for learning’ as

implied in the Noticing the Gap Hypothesis; second, through ‘negotiated interaction

(with the teacher or other learners using some given multi-media material in question)

and modified input’ as implied by Long’s Input and Interaction Hypothesis (Long,

1985). One effective way to let input noticing and negotiating happen is through the

use of the ICT personalization and networking and interactivity features, respectively;

“the process by which language input becomes salient to learners” as indicated by the

Input Enhancement Hypothesis. These workings entailed from these language learning

theories collectively can arguably be practically put into action within the Sensory Mo-

dalities View of Multimedia framework when the sensory receptors of the eyes and the

ears of the learner are used to perceive the incoming material of text and speech re-

spectively in the ICT leaning environment.
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Our multimedia approach takes to the full a great advantage of the multiple

personalization features provided by the ICT technology available in this research ex-

ample, i.e., YouTube, to make a given input as much salient or comprehensible and

reproduceable as needed; such features are mainly the optional text aligned with the

speech, with care given to correct spelling, placement of punctuation marks and

capitalization; font size, colour and opacity; and the playback speed. Such features are

considered as highly significant and facilitative for both comprehending the meaning

and noticing the form(s) of the language presented in a given episode on such YouTube

channels. Familiarizing learners with or controlling these features in proportion to the

learners’ needs can perhaps better benefit learners navigate their learning of the lan-

guage in hand and make it more accurate and fluent; that is to say, understand more

and faster meaning and notice more and clearer forms, so much so that their know-

ledge of the language forms would not only be increasingly informed and enriched but

also the number of language errors be it grammatical (omission, addition, mis-

ordering), lexical (misinformation, misspelling, informality) or mechanical (punctuation,

capitalization) would be reduced (for the categorization of error types and analysis used

in this research this work refers to the taxonomy by (Dulay, H. et al., 1982, as cited in

Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005) and the work of Ferdouse (2013). From the Input and Inter-

action view such learning is supposed to happen due to the learners being exposed to

and engaged with this multi-mediated authentic input which can be set as a model to

acquire or learn language from.

Having the plausible advantages of ICT in mind supported by research in the litera-

ture, this work attempts to first activate and encourage the use of YouTube as an ex-

ample of ICT in class as well as out of class and then check on its likely impact to find

answers to questions like what and how much linguistic input, if any, learners get

through ICT as far as fluency in communicative writing in English is concerned. Our

approach explores, in terms of exposure time range and engagement degree, the vari-

ous potential language learning resources in the learning environment of this sample

group, including the ICT YouTube as one of these sources; then, we correlate these

sources, which are deemed as explanatory variables in this study, with the learners’ ac-

tual performance of communicative writing fluency. This work suggests the BBC Six-

Minute English YouTube Channel as a case study.

This study selected and relied on exposure time range and engagement rate as factors

or indicators of learning due to their huge popularity in literature as significantly influ-

ential drivers of learning foreign/ second languages (For the significance of exposure

time see Benson, 2001; Ellis, 2002; Krashen, Long, & Scarcella, 1979; Peregoy & Boyle,

2005. For the significance of engagement see Astin, 1984, 1993; Benek-Rivera &

Matthews, 2004; Bertin, Grave, & Narcy-Combes, 2010; Sarason & Banbury, 2004).

Early studies defined student engagement primarily by observable behaviors such as

participation and time on task (Brophy, 1983; Natriello, 1984). Researchers have also

incorporated emotional or affective aspects into their conceptualization of engagement

(Connell, 1990; Finn, 1989). It can be understood from these definitions that engage-

ment include feelings of belonging, enjoyment, and attachment, which is how this study

defined the engagement for its analysis. Time range of exposure was defined for this

study as “the contact that the learner has with the language that they are trying to

learn, either generally or with specific language points”. (British Council, 2020a, 2020b).
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Research methods
This research is a longitudinal study investigated patterns within time-series data. The

performance of a single group of participants was measured both before and after the

experimental treatment. It was conducted over a period of five months at the Iraqi

school in New Delhi. It’s a co-education schooling system where 14 learners, who

showed interest in this project, were randomly selected. The range of population sam-

ple age was 12–15 years (five boys and nine girls, i.e., 35% and 65% respectively). The

proficiency level of the language learners was estimated to be pre-intermediate and

above as their average formal semester evaluation scores of English subject showed.

The medium of instruction at school is Arabic except for English classes it’s English-

based most of the time. English for the participants is second as it has to be used out-

side the classroom where the bigger context is Delhi where English is ‘for most of the

population has only ever been a second language’ (Robinson, 2019). At the beginning,

participants were explained the general framework of the study and given freedom to

entirely choose for themselves the content out of the suggested YouTube channel for

discussion and writing about for every class. Participants were met three days a week

and YouTube was at the heart of the meeting to interact with its content in a watch-

take notes-discuss modality using the necessary technological accessories for that

matter like an overhead projector, sound amplifier and good internet connectivity for

browsing and streaming a given program, in this case the BBC Six-Minute English

YouTube channel. It is the program suggested by the researcher as it’s only a six-

minute, free of charge weekly show presented in English using the British English. It’s

designed and broadcasted by the BBC for intermediate level classes. The rationale be-

hind introducing this channel on YouTube as a tool in ELT classes is that it matches

the learners’ overall proficiency level, and these videos use General English—the day-

to-day English used exclusively in people’s lives presented in a casual and conversa-

tional style that helps learners learn and practice authentic useful English language for

everyday situations as in saying, writing or doing something using English.

Pedagogical scenario and task design

At home

At the end of every English class learners were suggested three videos by the instructor

(the titles were supposed to be interesting and new to them), and they had to vote

(each according to the topic s/he liked) for one of them, and the majority would win

for that matter. This new video of BBC six-minute English would be the subject matter

for next class. At home, learners start watching to explore and understand the theme

on their own. After watching it as many times as needed, learners were asked to write a

summary and add their comments about the topic discussed in a given video of this

channel. Also, they were encouraged to note down any inquires or doubts about the

topic and bring that to class for open discussion. Learners were strongly advised and

encouraged to refer to and use the closed captions and its adjustable settings like font

size and colour in a given video to check for themselves on the right meaning of the

topic/ some sentence or to check (problematic/ unfamiliar) grammatical forms/ vo-

cabulary, word choice, spelling, punctuations, abbreviations, or capitalization. Learners

were to do this every time they were given a writing task.
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At school

At the start of the writing lesson, the same video with the subtitle turned on was

watched by the whole class once again. Then, learners were asked to read out their

written summaries and discuss with the class the general idea of the introduced topic.

Also, the teacher would basically use the subtitle and its adjustable related settings of

font size and colour for their signalling effect (Mayer, 2009), which will be projected on

the board, to refer to and discuss a particular language point/ inquiry. These language

points/ inquiries were mainly those raised directly by the learners themselves, or indir-

ectly when errors were noticed in their writing or even the teacher can pinpoint some

language points whenever found noteworthy, relevant and enriching for the learners’

writing. Moreover, learners were encouraged to refer back to the subtitle as a reference

point at any time they need to check for themselves and with each other on the right

meaning of the topic/ some sentence and check the accuracy of word choice, morpho-

logical/ grammatical structures, abbreviations, spelling, punctuations or capitalization.

Data collection

In order to elicit the data from the current population sample, this research adopts a

strategy of triangulation through two methods.

Two IELTS-based communicative writing tasks were conducted for the baseline and

other two different IELTS writing tasks were conducted as an end line. The tests were

given to learners before and after the introduction and integration of the suggested

YouTube Channel, BBC Six-Minute English YouTube Channel so as to record their ac-

tual writing fluency progress, taking the IELTS standards for the test administration

into consideration. Learners are, thus, examined on two communicative tasks each time

rather than a single one and the total of two is given as a single line of reference each

time for evaluation. This is considered to be more representative of the learners overall

communicative competence. The findings of these tests provided the data required to

help answering the main research question of this study.

Nonetheless, there is a wide range of likely factors and resources (also known as con-

founding variables) of English language learning that may co-exist in the learning envir-

onment of this research population and hence may impact to varying degrees the

improvement of this population’s targeted variable of fluency of writing. Also, this work

can only focus on one of these many resources and is mainly interested in the role and

impact of ICT multi-media like YouTube as a language learning tool. Therefore, to be

able to overcome this challenge and make a valid judgment about other variables which

might be playing a role along with the possible YouTube role in the possible develop-

ment of learners’ writing fluency for this sample group, a quantitative and qualitative

online questionnaire was developed according to the specific aims and context of this

study, measuring specific potential resources of English language learning in terms of

the learners’ daily time range of active exposure to and learning engagement rate with

them. The percentages drawn from the population sample responses through the on-

line questionnaire were employed to identify several factors/ independent variables in

terms of exposure time and engagement rates with the potential learning sources of

English language learning; that would be correlated with the actual linguistic progress

learners may make. These percentages are namely the likely potential media or contexts
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of language learning favoured by learners (e.g. reading and/or listening), preferred

mode of exposure (online, offline), modality (text and/or speech), the language skill(s)

involved, the type of input material exposed to (as in songs, films, video games, (audio)

books). This self-report questionnaire was administered at the end of the five months.

The learners’ responses from the survey items were used in the quantitative and quali-

tative analyses to answer the main research question mentioned above. This question-

naire which was a combination of closed-ended and Likert questions (35 items in total)

covered three main areas. First, the participants’ English writing learning experience of

both the online and offline English learning resource(s) including YouTube with

regards to their engagement rate with and daily time range of exposure to each of these

resources (Qs. 4–29 see Appendix A for the questionnaire items related to this area).

for the questionnaire items related to this area). Second, the participants’ English writ-

ing learning experience with YouTube in particular as an ICT tool for creating the

intended smart learning environment with respect to its features of personalization,

networking and interactivity, inclusiveness and as a resource for rich language input

and engaging multi-media materials for learning and improving your English writing

(Qs. 30–33 see Table 8 for the questionnaire items related to this area). Third, learners’

personal and contextual perspectives on the affordances of YouTube videos and how

they thought YouTube videos made learning and improving writing easy and interest-

ing according to their experience (Qs. 34 & 35 see Tables 9 & 10 for the questionnaire

items related to this area).

Data analysis

The data analysis included both quantitative and qualitative methods. The quantitative

methods used in this study were Matched-pairs t-test, Pearson’s correlation, Simple lin-

ear regression and frequency distributions. A matched-pairs t-test was used as it is ap-

propriate for a repeated measure design where the same subjects are evaluated under

two different conditions such as the case in this study. Pearson’s Correlation was used

to explore the relationship between the learners’ writing fluency progress (as the

dependent variables for correlation; the data for these variables were elicited from the

T. test findings after the integration of YouTube) and the participants’ English writing

learning day-to-day experience with some potential online/ offline mono-medium and

multimedia learning materials/ environments, including YouTube media with regards

to the participants’ engagement rate with and daily time range of exposure to each of

these resources. (as the independent variables for correlation; the data for these vari-

ables were elicited from the respective questionnaire items Qs. 4–29). Simple linear Re-

gression, focusing primarily on the Likert items which showed a linear relationship, was

conducted to identify the variation of the engagement rate with and time range of ex-

posure to YouTube as predictor variables on the writing fluency metrics. Frequency

Distributions were used to determine the percentages of learners’ active use of ICT

with regards to its features of personalization, networking and interactivity, inclusive-

ness and as a resource for rich language input and engaging multi-media materials for

learning and improving English writing (the data for frequency distribution were elic-

ited from the questionnaire items Qs. 30–33).
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In terms of the qualitative method, a simple content analysis consisting of two

closed-ended questions was performed. Learners were asked to choose how they

thought YouTube videos made learning and improving writing easy and interesting ac-

cording to their experience. The answers list (for these two questions) learners were to

choose from are widely mentioned in the literature of learning writing (except for those

relating to closed captions which were investigated in this study) and in line with the

research questions of this study (the data for content analysis were elicited from the

questionnaire items Qs. 34–35).

Coding the data

As for the test findings, all the participants’ responses (n. 14) were analysed in terms of

writing accuracy objectively using the taxonomy of errors by Dulay, H. et al. (1982)

cited in Ellis and Barkhuizen (2005) and then coded based on the work by Oshima and

Hogue (1997) and developed in the work of Ferdouse (2013). Each writing task was

rated twice and the inter-rater reliability of the ratings for the 56 writing tasks used in

this study was 0.87. Inter-rater reliability rates between 0.75 and 0.9 are good, Koo and

Li (2016). Also, this research used seven metrics or dimensions of various foci of writ-

ing fluency of quantitative and qualitative nature widely accepted in the literature as

indicators of fluency development (see Ellis, R., 1990; Lu, X., 2010, 2011; Lu, X., & Ai,

H, 2015; Wolfe-Quintero, K., et al., 1998; Vaezi & Kafshgar, 2012; Fellner and Apple,

2009; Van Gelderen, A., & Oostdam, R., 2005); these were used as the dependent

variables of this study. These dependent variables are of quantity and quality nature.

This study used only one quantitative dimension of writing fluency, namely the writing

rate which is measured by the number of syllables written per minute in a text. The

qualitative dimensions of writing fluency were the number of error-free T. units per text

as a sub-dimension of accuracy dimension; lexical diversity (measured by different

number of words/total number of words× 100) and lexical density (measured by the

number of content words/total number of words× 100) as sub-dimensions of lexical

complexity dimension; mean length of T. unit and number of clauses per T.unit as sub-

dimensions of syntactic complexity dimension, and organization of ideas which is mea-

sured by the overall coherence & cohesion of ideas and task achievement. It should be

mentioned that the author used online automatic softwares to conduct the required

writing fluency analyses for this study (see Web-based L2 Syntactic Complexity

Analyzer by Ai, H., (n.d.), Ai, H., & Lu, X. 2013; Analyze My Writing (n.d.); TAASSC,

see Kyle, K. 2016; Text Inspector, (n.d.)). These softwares are cited in the reference list

with the respective URLs.

As for the questionnaire findings, all the participants’ responses (n. 14) were down-

loaded to a Microsoft Excel sheet and subsequently exported to SPSS version 21.0.

With respect to the engagement rate, it was measured on a five-point Likert scale

where 1-point was defined as very low engagement and 5-points as very high engage-

ment. As for the exposure time range, it was defined by the number of hours spent in a

day using each of these resources for learning English and measured on a five-point

Likert scale. Time range of exposure was coded as 0, one hour as 1, two hours as 2,

three hours as 3 and more than 3 h as 4.
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Results
Quantitative results

Matched-pairs t-test

In order to be able to check and account for the difference with regards to the baseline

compared to the end line datasets of learners’ writing performance objectively, the stat-

istical T. test was used. The means differences between these datasets showed to vari-

ous degrees some improvement across all the dependent variables set in this work

except for the lexical density variable as shown by the means differences in the fluency

gain level of writing post the integration of YouTube as an ICT tool for learning and

improving writing (Table 1) (Details on each variable will be discussed below). Most

statistical analyses would use an alpha of 0.05 as the cut-off for the level of significance.

If it is found that the p value < 0.05, then the null hypothesis that there is no difference

between the means before and after the study can be rejected. The following null hy-

pothesis (Ho) set in this work and its alternative hypothesis (Ha) are as follows:

Ho = exposure to and engagement with ICT educational multimedia like YouTube

has no effect on the development of learners’ fluency of language use and expression in

writing.

Ha = exposure to and engagement with ICT educational multimedia like YouTube

has an effect on the development of learners’ fluency of language use and expression in

writing.

The following are the T. test results (see Table 1) for the quantitative and qualitative

writing fluency dimensions.

Quantitative dimension

Writing rate The results from the pre-test (M = 5.72, SD = 2.09) and post-test (M =

6.19, SD = 1.66) writing tasks showed a slight improvement in the learners’ writing flu-

ency in terms of writing rate after the exposure to the suggested ICT tool, t (14) =

1.353, p = .199.

Qualitative dimension

Number of error-free T. units per text The results from the pre-test (M = 1.57, SD =

2.24) and post-test (M = 7.21, SD = 6.14) writing tasks showed good improvement in

writing fluency in terms of the number of error-free T.units per text after the exposure

to the suggested ICT tool, t (14) = 4.623, p < .001.

Lexical diversity subdimension of Lexical complexity The results from the pre-test

(M = 52.54, SD = 19.96) and post-test (M = 54.86, SD = 15.11) writing tasks showed a

slight improvement in writing fluency in terms of lexical diversity after the exposure to

the suggested ICT tool, t (14) = 0.526, p = .608.

Lexical density subdimension of Lexical complexity The results from the pre-test

(M = 47.25, SD = 4.59) and post-test (M = 44.41, SD = 2.75) writing tasks showed no
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improvement in writing fluency in terms of lexical density after the exposure to the

suggested ICT tool, t (14) = 2.816, p = .015.

Mean length of T. unit subdimension of Syntactic complexity The results from the

pre-test (M = 9.97, SD = 1.95) and post-test (M = 10.48, SD = 2.22) writing tasks showed

a slight improvement in writing fluency in terms of syntactic complexity after the ex-

posure to the suggested ICT tool, t (14) = 1.063, p = .307.

Number of clauses per T. unit subdimension of Syntactic complexity The results

from the pre-test (M = 1.26, SD = 0.32) and post-test (M = 1.34, SD = 0.28) writing tasks

showed a slight improvement in writing fluency in terms of syntactic complexity after

the exposure to the suggested ICT tool, t (14) = 0.960, p = .354.

Organization of ideas The results from the pre-test (M = 4.07, SD = 1.07) and post-

test (M = 6.36, SD = 1.28) writing tasks showed a slight improvement in writing fluency

in terms of the number of error-free T.units per text, t (14) = 8.000, p < .001.

To summarize the T. test results, all dependent variables (except for the lexical dens-

ity variable) set as indicators of fluency of writing in this study have to various degrees

shown some improvement after five months of focused exposure to YouTube as indi-

cated by their means differences in the T. test results. However, only two of them were

statistically significant, namely, the number of error-free T. units per text and

organization of ideas.

Correlation coefficient results (the critical value approach)

Pearson’s Correlation was used to explore the strength and the direction of the rela-

tionship between the learners’ writing fluency which was based on the T. test findings

after the integration of YouTube and the participants’ English writing learning day-to-

day experience with some potential online/ offline mono-medium and multimedia

learning materials, including YouTube media with regards to the participants’ engage-

ment rate with and daily time range of exposure to each of these resources. With

regards to the strength of association between variables, the critical value for Pearson’s

|r| was set at the value of 0.05 = 0.532 (as a level of significance for a two-tailed test

given by Pearson table of critical values) with a degree of freedom df = N-2, df = 14–2 =

12. So, any correlation coefficient value falling below the 0.532 was considered insignifi-

cant and any correlation coefficient value above the 0.532 was seen as significant (only

the significant correlation coefficient values were highlighted in the tables below),

where the higher the r value or closer to | + 1/− 1| the stronger the correlation is be-

tween any two variables.

As for the direction (i.e., negative = −ve / positive = +ve) of the relationship between

variables, all seven dependent variables in each of the correlation tables below should

be positively correlated with the independent variables as these particular dependent

variables were dealing with factors where higher rates or values reflect higher or better

outcome on the part of the learners so that the higher the value of each correlation co-

efficient means the better the performance or the more fluent the writing is. No nega-

tive correlation between any of these variables should be predicted for this work.
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The critical value for Pearson’s |r| was set at the level of 0.05 = 0.532.

The results of the correlation analysis were broadly divided into two main categories

— online Vs. offline learning.

Online learning The correlation coefficient results of the learners’ engagement rate

with the respective online mono-medium and multimedia learning sources showed

various values of which the majority were insignificant in terms of correlation, espe-

cially in the mono-medium learning environment. Nevertheless, the significant correl-

ation values in terms of both strength and direction were those in the multimedia

environment of YouTube, video games and audio books. (see Table 2). These signifi-

cant correlations were as follows:

� One strong +ve correlation (r = .763) for the multimedia provided by video games;

� One strong +ve correlation (r = .606) for the multimedia provided by films;

� One moderate +ve correlation (r = .575) for the multimedia provided by audio

books; and

� One moderate +ve correlation (r = .598), two strong +ve correlations (r = .606, .732)

and two very strong +ve correlations (r = .867, .844) for the multimedia provided by

the YouTube.

These results showed that the correlations of learners’ engagement are significant on

the multimedia side rather than the mono-medium one. However, more specifically

there are more significant and stronger correlation values with the multimedia by You-

Tube against most of the set metrics of writing fluency than the correlation values with

multimedia by video games, films or audio books.

This may indicate that learners were engaging with the multi-media materials by

YouTube more and to a greater extent than the rest of other learning sources in their

online learning environment and that the multi-media materials are preferred over the

mono-medium materials.

The correlation coefficient results of the learners’ time range of exposure to

the respective online mono-medium and multimedia learning sources showed

that there were insignificant correlations from the majority of the resources

Table 2 Pearson’s correlation coefficient: Engagement Rate (Online learning)

Engagement Rate Mono-medium (text /
speech)

Multimedia (text & speech)

Reading
(books)

Listening
(songs)

YouTube BBC 6-
Minute English

Video
games

Songs Films Audio
books

Writing rate −0.039 −0.068 0.606 −0.436 0.333 0.327 0.061

No. of error-free T. units per text −0.341 0.226 0.867 −0.334 0.062 0.606 0.575

Lexical diversity (VOCD) −0.783 0.204 0.844 −0.150 0.310 0.136 0.453

Lexical density −0.250 −0.287 0.448 0.763 −0.371 −0.498 0.184

Mean length of T.unit −0.182 0.039 0.409 −0.317 0.103 0.139 −0.072

Number of clauses per T-unit −0.524 0.047 0.598 −0.244 0.125 0.161 0.233

Organization of ideas −0.485 0.017 0.732 −0.053 0.000 0.458 0.472
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except for the YouTube and video games results (see Table 3) which were as

follows:

� One strong +ve correlation (r = .699) for the multimedia provided by video games;

� Four strong +ve correlations (r = .783, .734, .767, .761) for the multimedia provided

by YouTube.

The results of time range of exposure (Table 3) seem to conform with the above re-

sults of engagement rate (Table 2) that while learners were giving far greater amounts

of their learning time and attention in the multimedia leaning environment, they gave

little or no time and attention in the mono-medium learning environment. This may

suggest that learners were more inclined towards the multi-media learning environ-

ment than the mono-medium environment for learning and improving writing online;

more specifically, when compared to other online multi-media learning sources, You-

Tube as multimedia learning tool cum environment was preferred over other learning

multimedia in as far as learning and improving writing is concerned.

Offline learning The correlation coefficient results of the learners’ engagement rate

with the respective offline mono-medium and multimedia learning sources showed in-

significant correlation values across all the variables except for one strong +ve correl-

ation value for video games (r = .763). (see Table 4).

Table 4 Pearson’s correlation coefficient: Engagement Rate (Offline learning)

Engagement Rate Mono-medium (text / speech) Multimedia (text & speech)

Reading
(books)

Listening
(songs)

Video
games

Formal
schooling

Films Audio
books

Writing rate −0.011 0.291 −0.436 0.223 0.171 0.329

No. of error-free T.units per text −0.178 −0.094 − 0.334 −0.049 0.219 −0.013

Lexical diversity (VOCD) 0.110 −0.144 −0.150 0.137 0.086 0.022

Lexical density 0.008 −0.282 0.763 0.182 −0.373 −0.331

Mean length of T.unit 0.342 0.003 −0.317 0.382 0.217 0.249

Number of clauses per T-unit 0.009 −0.190 − 0.244 0.134 −0.078 − 0.006

Organization of ideas −0.337 − 0.217 − 0.053 0.337 0.018 −0.125

Table 3 Pearson’s correlation coefficient: Time Range of Exposure (Online learning)

Time Range of Exposure Mono-medium (text /
speech)

Multimedia (text & speech)

Reading
(books)

Listening
(songs)

YouTube BBC 6-
Minute English

Video
games

Songs Films Audio
books

Writing rate −0.096 0.299 0.514 −0.390 0.149 −0.145 0.018

No. of error-free T.units per text 0.089 0.014 0.783 −0.317 0.048 −0.393 0.394

Lexical diversity (VOCD) −0.002 0.375 0.734 −0.100 0.127 0.131 0.332

Lexical density 0.081 −0.226 0.426 0.699 0.113 0.395 0.125

Mean length of T.unit −0.310 0.367 0.494 −0.333 0.247 −0.225 −0.300

Number of clauses per T-unit −0.111 0.198 0.767 −0.279 0.126 −0.037 −0.114

Organization of ideas 0.213 0.215 0.761 −0.104 0.010 0.010 0.211
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These insignificant results may suggest that learners were not engaging their learning

in the offline mono-medium and multimedia learning environments at all.

The correlation coefficient results of the learners’ time range of exposure with the re-

spective offline mono-medium and multimedia learning sources showed that there are

insignificant correlations from most of the resources in terms of time of exposure ex-

cept for the reading of books variable results which are as follows: (see Table 5)

� Two strong +ve correlations (r = .713, .774) and one very strong +ve correlation

(r = .842).

This may suggest that learners were giving a good deal of their learning time to read-

ing books in the offline mono-medium leaning environment.

To summarize the correlation results of the above mentioned potential online/ offline

mono-medium and multimedia learning materials/ environments, including YouTube

media with regards to the participants’ engagement rate with and daily time range of

exposure to each of these resources, it can be concluded with statistical evidence that

there is a strong positive correlation between the writing fluency performance shown

by this group of learners and multi-media (rather than mono-medium) learning envi-

ronments found online (rather than offline) such as the suggested ICT YouTube tool,

where text can be optionally available along with speech. Moreover, multi-media mate-

rials/ environments like YouTube as an example are more engaging compared to other

language learning sources and hence learners were spending much more time using

them which could have led to a more effective learning in their writing fluency; this

may suggest the usefulness of ICT tools like YouTube as an example which have re-

sulted in a more fluent use of written language in some (but not all) dimensions of

writing fluency over time as learners could with the help of ICT handle their learning

efficiently. However, from a statistical perspective, it is important to stress that correl-

ation between any two variables does not mean causation but only that there is a rela-

tionship between them such as the kind of positive linear relationship which exists

between engagement rate and time range of exposure in relation to the writing fluency

metrics of this study (see Fig. 1. a & b). These correlational findings which revealed

such positive linkages among the data set encouraged the employment of the following

regression analysis.

Table 5 Pearson’s correlation coefficient: Time Range of Exposure (Offline learning)

Time Range of Exposure Mono-medium (text / speech) Multimedia (text & speech)

Reading
(books)

Listening
(songs)

Video
games

Formal
schooling

Films Audio
books

Writing rate 0.501 0.112 −0.299 0.108 0.037 −0.156

No. of error-free T.units per text 0.713 −0.242 −0.338 0.197 0.230 −0.112

Lexical diversity (VOCD) 0.526 −0.217 −0.466 0.199 0.298 −0.222

Lexical density −0.485 −0.193 0.422 0.290 0.232 0.210

Mean length of T.unit 0.774 −0.138 0.029 −0.029 −0.222 − 0.418

Number of clauses per T-unit 0.842 −0.155 −0.174 0.050 −0.218 − 0.249

Organization of ideas 0.381 −0.077 −0.080 0.306 0.104 −0.085
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Regression analysis results

Regression analysis estimated the variation produced by engagement rate with and time

range of exposure to YouTube as a source of learning and improving writing on the

writing fluency metrics in this study.

The regression analysis results for the engagement rate showed a range of low, mod-

erate and high R Square values (only the moderate and high values were highlighted in

the table below). The moderate R Squared values were (R2 = .367, .358, .536) and the

high values were (R2 = .751, .712). R squared values represented the proportion of the

variance for the respective writing fluency metrics explained by the engagement rate as

a predictor. (see Table 6).

Also, most, but not all, of the actual coefficients p values (used to test the null hy-

pothesis where the coefficient is equal to zero i.e., meaning there is no effect while a

low p value < 0.05 indicating that the null hypothesis can be rejected) shown in this

table were too small, p < 0.05. These values also signified a significant linear relation-

ship between the engagement rate with YouTube against their respective writing flu-

ency metrics under study (see Fig. 1. (a)). The Significance F. values (these values

Table 6 Regression analysis for the engagement rate with the suggested YouTube channel

Regression Analysis R
Square

ANOVA Coefficients

df F Sig. Beta t Sig.

Writing rate 0.367 13 6.956 0.022 0.606 2.637 0.022

No. of error-free T.units per text 0.751 13 36.211 0.000 0.867 6.018 0.000

Lexical diversity (VOCD) 0.712 13 29.682 0.000 0.844 5.448 0.000

Lexical density 0.200 13 3.008 0.108 −0.448 −1.734 0.108

Mean length of T.unit 0.167 13 2.404 0.147 0.409 1.551 0.147

Number of clauses per T-unit 0.358 13 6..688 0.024 0.598 2.586 0.024

Organization of ideas 0.536 13 13.866 0.003 0.732 3.724 0.003

Fig. 1 a Sample of strongly positive linear correlation. b Sample of moderately positive linear correlation
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expressed the results of the F. statistic used to measure the significance of the model

and the level of significance) were significant as they were well below the P < 0.05.

So, it may be suggested with statistically significant P and R Squared values of this re-

gression that the engagement rate with the suggested YouTube channel can variably

(moderate-high range) explain between 0.35 to 0.75% of the fluency improvement in

the learners’ writing for the corresponding writing fluency variables.

The regression analysis results for the time range of exposure showed a range

of low and moderate R Square values (only the moderate values were

highlighted in the table below). R squared values represented the proportion of

the variance for the respective writing fluency metrics explained by the expos-

ure time rate as a predictor (see Table 7). Also, most, but not all, of the actual

coefficients p values shown in this table were too small, p < 0.05. These values

signified a significant linear relationship between the time range of exposure to

YouTube against their respective writing fluency metrics under study (see Fig.

1. (b)). The Significance F. values were significant as they were well below the

P < = .05.

So, it may well be suggested that with statistically significant P and R Squared values

of this regression that the time range of exposure to the suggested YouTube channel

can variably (low-moderate range) explain between 0.53 to 0.61% of the fluency

improvement in the learners’ writing.

Frequency distributions

Frequency Distributions were run on data responses of the questionnaire for the fol-

lowing dichotomous (Yes/No) questions (Table 8) to determine the percentages of

learners’ active use of ICT with regards to its features of personalization, networking

and interactivity, inclusiveness and as a resource for rich language input and engaging

multi-media materials for learning and improving English writing. Percentages of use

for these ICT features can also be found in (Fig. 2).

From the frequency distributions analysis, it can be seen that all of the partici-

pants used the YouTube closed captions and its adjustable related settings of font

size, colour, opacity and playback speed when learning and improving writing

(Question 30 above). (Question 31 above) showed that nearly all the participants

shared with other learners interesting YouTube video materials for learning

Table 7 Regression analysis for the time range of exposure to the suggested YouTube channel

Regression Analysis R
Square

ANOVA Coefficients

df F Sig. Beta t Sig.

Writing rate 0.264 13 4.311 0.060 0.514 2.076 0.060

No. of error-free T. units per text 0.613 13 18.97 0.001 0.783 4.355 0.001

Lexical diversity (VOCD) 0.539 13 14.042 0.003 0.734 3.747 0.003

Lexical density 0.181 13 2.655 0.129 −0.426 −1.629 0.129

Mean length of T. unit 0.244 13 3.867 0.073 0.494 1.966 0.073

Number of clauses per T-unit 0.588 13 17.154 0.001 0.767 4.142 0.001

Organization of ideas 0.579 13 16.532 0.002 0.761 4.066 0.002
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writing and learnt from what others or YouTube itself suggested them for that

matter. (Question 32 above) showed that more than half of the participants used

what they thought and learnt through these YouTube videos whenever they wrote

in English. The majority of the participants did subscribe and passionately follow

the YouTube channels due to their rich language input and engaging multi-media

materials for learning and improving your English writing (Question 33 above).

Taken together, analyzing these frequency distributions indicated that the

Fig. 2 Features of ICT technology like YouTube Vs. Percentage of active use by this group of learners while
learning English

Table 8 Frequency Distribution of Items Responses from the questionnaire (n = 14)

Item Frequency
-
Percentage

Implication

Q30. Did you use the YouTube closed captions
and its adjustable settings related to font size,
color, opacity and the playback speed for
learning and improving writing?
Yes
No

14–100%
0–0%

This suggests that learners leveraged to a great
extent this built-in facility of personalization to
make the input more comprehensible and the
language used more easily and clearly notice-
able and learnable.

Q31. Did you often share with other learners
the interesting and useful videos which helped
you in learning writing and learnt from the
interesting videos they or the YouTube itself
suggested you for learning writing?
Yes
No

13–92%
1–7%

This suggests a great deal of engagement with
this tool and material for learning, i.e., this is an
example of networking and interactivity.

Q32. Did you often use and share what you
have thought and learnt in these YouTube
videos whenever you write in English whether
that is a writing assignment or a comment in
the comments/ live chat section on YouTube?
Yes
No

8–57%
6–43%

This shows the actual practice of the target
language skill (i.e., writing) through direct
interaction with other learners and a given
multimedia material using this ICT technology;
this is an instance of inclusiveness & interactivity.

Q33. Did you subscribe and passionately follow
the YouTube channels due to their rich
language input and engaging multi-media ma-
terials for learning and improving your English
writing?
Yes
No

10–71%
4–29%

This is an indication that learners found in
YouTube a learning environment due to its rich
language input and engaging multi-media
materials.
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participants actively used ICT tools like YouTube with regards to its features of

personalization, networking and interactivity, inclusiveness and as a resource for

rich language input and engaging multi-media materials for learning and improv-

ing English writing (see Table 8).

Qualitative results

Content analysis

In general, the results of this qualitative analysis supported the quantitative findings

and brought more information about learners’ personal and contextual perspectives on

the affordances of YouTube videos and how they thought YouTube videos made learn-

ing and improving writing easy and interesting according to their experience. (see

Tables 9 and 10). Participants were asked to choose from the answers given to these

closed-ended questions what they thought applied to them according to their personal

learning experience. The following tables are learners’ responses (given in numbers and

percentages) in the affirmative for the two-closed questions (Q.34 & 35) in the

questionnaire.

Percentages of participants’ responses in this simple content analysis varied over how

they thought the affordances of YouTube videos made learning and improving writing

easy and interesting. Nevertheless, the majority of participants, in response to each of

the above statements (see Tables 9 and 10), thought that the videos aided in different

ways in the development and learning of writing. Overall, the participants found that

Table 9 Learners’ perspectives on how the affordances of YouTube videos made learning and
improving writing easy

Q34. How do you think that the affordances of YouTube videos made learning and improving
writing easy for you?

(n) %
responses

the closed caption and its adjustable related settings can make learning writing easier as it can
optimize comprehension of videos content;

(15) 100%

archived and updated learning materials (i.e., this makes it easy to retrieve, check particular
piece of information and learn new things);

(11) 71%

the closed caption helps me correct and improve my vocabulary, grammar, spelling mistakes
and language use through checking my writing with the language used in some video content
(given that this language used is taken as a model especially the natives’ language);

(14) 92%

the use of closed caption attracts and focuses the attention and thus facilitate learning/
noticing aspects related to writing (i.e., grammar, vocabulary, spelling, punctuations);

(13) 85%

simplified, diversified and professional presentation styles through some YouTube channels
make learning writing easy and encourage me to write and interact in writing classes;

(13) 85%

autonomy of learning; (14) 92%

flexible, interactive, interesting and dynamic learning environment; (11) 71%

community learning; (13) 85%

easy to learn and develop writing due to the availability of new language input every class; (14) 92%

In the comments and live chat section on YouTube, I can write and share what I think with a
huge number of learners around the world without feeling shy down the process;

(15) 100%

Easy to understand and expand on ideas/ topics for writing tasks; (11) 71%

Easy to learn from mistakes and corrections and improve my writing accuracy; (14) 92%

Easy for the visual and/or auditory learner (i.e., rich multimodal learning materials like readable,
audible and/ or visual materials)

(14) 92%
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the affordances of YouTube videos made learning and improving writing easy and in-

teresting with respect to the above listed affordances of YouTube (see Tables 9 and 10).

Discussions
This study examined the potential role and impact smart of learning environment of

ICT tools like YouTube on learners’ fluency of language use and expression in their

daily written communication. Three main areas related to the main research questions

were analysed in this study.

1. the participants’ English writing learning experience of both the online and offline

English learning resources, including YouTube with regards to their engagement

rate with and daily time range of exposure to each of these resources;

2. the participants’ actual use of YouTube in particular as an ICT tool for creating

the intended smart learning environment with respect to its features of

personalization, networking and interactivity, inclusiveness and as a resource for

rich language input and engaging multi-media materials for learning and improving

English writing; and

3. participants’ personal and contextual perspectives on the affordances of YouTube

videos and how they thought YouTube videos made learning and improving

writing easy and interesting.

Previous research in this area seemingly devoted considerable effort and emphasis on

the impact of YouTube usage in the classroom. In this regard, this research has gone a

step further by examining the potential impact of such usage on learners’ writing flu-

ency in particular. The quantitative findings of the T. Test (Table 1) clearly show some

progress in the writing fluency post the integration of YouTube as a tool of language

learning over the course of five months for this group of learners. Nonetheless, the T.

Test results also show that there is a statistically significant difference only in terms of

Table 10 Learners’ perspectives on how YouTube affordances made learning and improving
writing interesting

Q35. How do you think that the affordances of YouTube videos made learning and improving
writing interesting for you?

(n) %
responses

The availability of new, interesting, useful information, language, topics; this is engaging and
makes me more active in writing classes; i.e., food for thought!

(14) 92%

has content that is diversified in terms of language (i.e., formal and informal), topics and others’
cultures;

(12) 78%

supports and provides multimedia learning through materials like readable, audible and/ or
visual materials;

(14) 92%

commenting on other’s writings and use their comments/ examples as in the comments/ live
chat sections (i.e., using them in my writing later);

(13) 85%

it is attractive and thus supports the visual and/or auditory learner; (13) 85%

new and diversified discussions and cultures in the learning materials (i.e., enriching for the
writing experience);

(11) 71%

community learning; (13) 85%

flexible, interactive, interesting and dynamic learning environment; (14) 92%

compelling and attractive content (i.e., learning materials); (14) 92%

I am a technophile, i.e., I like the virtual learning environment which includes unlimited number
of good teachers with different teaching styles and learners with diverse backgrounds

(14) 92%
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the number of error-free T. units and organization of ideas but not across all the out-

come variables which were used as indicators of writing fluency in this work. The find-

ings of this T. Test support previous studies such as those by Pratiwi (2011) and

Anggraeni (2012) who reported that YouTube videos help the students to explore main

ideas, organize ideas, choose right words to create sentences and paragraphs, produce

grammatically correct sentences and use mechanic (punctuation and spelling) in writ-

ing. Thus, YouTube is effective in helping the students to better write, quantity and

quality-wise, in English.

Furthermore, the results show a clear tendency to both engage and spend more time

with the smart learning environment of the online multimedia materials (text and

speech) like YouTube to a higher degree and comparatively to a lesser degree with

(audio) books, video games, films rather than with online mono-medium materials

(text/speech) as it can be seen in the above-Tables 2 and 3). However, there is evidence

about learners’ offline mono-medium time spent on reading books, including their

school syllabus books and assigned readings but with little or no corresponding engage-

ment rate; conversely, learners showed some engagement in offline mono-medium

video games but with little or no exposure time (Tables 4 and 5). In other words,

multi-media rather than mono-medium materials in the online environment rather

than offline, as it is the case in this study, brought by ICT technology like YouTube

seem to be all the more engaging (the highest among the group of learning resources)

for learners so much so that their learning time using this tool seems to be the highest

vis-à-vis time ranges given to other learning resources. In this respect, the results of

correlation coefficient (Tables 2 and 3) and regression analyses (Tables 6 and 7) bring

in a strong evidence to suggest that the difference in writing fluency performance of

this group post the integration of YouTube can clearly be explained by the existing

positive linear relationship (Fig. 1a, b) between, on the one hand, the learners’ engage-

ment rate with and exposure time to the smart learning environment of YouTube as a

source of multimedia language learning input and their fluency improvement in writ-

ing, on the other. Such positive linear relationship can be seen more clearly in the case

of YouTube media and writing fluency metrics than with any other potential learning

resources and writing fluency metrics in this study as indicated by the correlation re-

sults (see Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5). These findings are in line with previous studies which

found that YouTube usage was linked to students being more engaged, experiencing

improved critical thinking ability and greater depth of learning (Clifton & Mann, 2011).

ICT multimedia learning materials can do a good job for the language learners at dif-

ferent stages of the learning experience as it can not only bring to them an increasing

number of authentic language learning materials but also such learning materials can

enhance their learning with the ICT capacity of personalization, networking, inclusive-

ness and engaging and authentic language input. The percentages of ICT features usage

by learners (Fig. 2.) suggest that multimedia learning is successfully driving learners to

help themselves down the process of language learning through availing the various

built-in ICT features and its supplied multi-mediated language input. In this regard,

the quantitative findings seen in the frequency distributions (see Table 8) reveal the

participants’ actual use of YouTube for creating the intended smart learning environ-

ment with respect to its features of personalization, networking and interactivity, inclu-

siveness and as a resource for rich language input and engaging multi-media materials
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for learning and improving English writing. This can reflect the amount of engagement,

interaction and enhancement of direct and indirect learning outcomes. In a similar

vein, Mayora (2009) focused on the use of YouTube for eliciting improved writing by

language learners and also explored how authenticity, interaction, and motivation are

inter-twined. He concluded that certain features of YouTube, including the written

comments and the possibility for students to express their ideas by constructing mean-

ing through the stimulus of the videos can improve student’s writing skills through au-

thentic interaction.

The qualitative responses seen in Tables 9 and 10 demonstrate the positive impact of

the affordances of YouTube videos which can aid in different ways in the development

and learning of writing, i.e., the affordances of YouTube videos made the process of

learning and improving writing easy and interesting. Such affordances of YouTube

reflected what has been recently reported in language education (Izquierdo et al., 2015)

that ICT makes it easier for learners to access language materials, stressing an existing

correlation between second language learning and the use of multi-media materials in a

computer-enhanced language learning milieu showing an impact on learning behaviour

with increased motivation.

Taken together, the quantitative and qualitative results of this work confirm previous

research and indicate that multimedia brought by ICT technology as a source of lan-

guage learning can be reliably effective for the optimization of language skills including

writing as long as some conditions in the learning environment are met, mainly com-

prehensibility of input, sufficient exposure time devoted by the learner to the learning

material and high engagement level with the material rather than the technology itself.

(see ; Alvarez-Marinelli et al., 2016; Hung, Huang, & Hwang, 2014; Kelsen, 2009;

Malhiwsky, 2010; Warschauer & Grimes, 2007).

While learning on YouTube, multimedia learning was actually activated in class and

learners were most of the class time observed to be listening attentively to the content

of the videos and more importantly fully attracted to the subtitle on the screen which

was adjusted size- and colure-wise for explicit signaling effect purposes. Learners did

this whenever they had/ were asked to check the right meaning of a particular sentence;

they had some doubt/ were asked about an answer to a question in the video or had

some inquiry related to language point mentioned in some video like unfamiliar or

problematic word meaning/ spelling or grammatical structure). In this regard, based on

the basic premise of multimedia learning on the advantage of presentations including

signaled text, learners can actively integrate new knowledge into a coherent linguistic

and mental model. In other words, linguistic elements need to be linked to some visual

stimuli so as to assist learners’ storage of the new linguistics elements in their long-

term memory; this may indicate how YouTube media help learners’ errors (at least to

the extent this study findings could demonstrate) move from error to correct. These

observations of what the learners’ experienced in this study regarding the captioning

support and add value to previous studies (Winke et al., 2010) which also mentioned “a

number of observations about the use of captions that captions are beneficial because

they result in greater depth of processing by focusing attention, reinforce the acquisi-

tion of vocabulary through multiple modalities, and allow learners to determine mean-

ing through the unpacking of language chunks”. In this respect, learners writing has

been improved due to the clarity and comprehensibility of the language input in these
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YouTube videos which could have been assisted through the affordances of ICT multi-

media, i.e., enriching for the learners’ language as in helping learners write fluently

(quantity- as well as quality-wise). (Appendix B) provides two writing samples for two

learners showing the kind of improvement in the quality and quantity of writing pre

and post the integration of YouTube media for learning and improving writing, like the

organisation of ideas and number of errors which have improved besides some new

constructions or language chunks that learners seem to have picked from the videos

probably by way of chunk learning (it should be mentioned that these chunks were

used frequently in these videos). Some examples of these new constructions, which

were observed in the learners’ writing post the integration of YouTube media, are as

well as, I appreciate it, twice a day/ week, a day, there’s nothing to worry about, as well,

even if, again and again, but that doesn’t mean, but anyway. What is more, the quanti-

tative findings (Table 1), which have shown the actual participants’ writing develop-

ment, give us some fair idea how some of the learners’ disfluencies have become fluent

due to the improvement of the above-mentioned writing metrics dealt with in this

study.

Even though cognitive advantages of multimedia learning have been widely recog-

nized and adopted by researchers and practitioners across a wide range of disciplines,

there is a concurred view among researchers that multimedia may also impede learning

and increase cognitive load if not appropriately designed (see Kozma, 1994; Lee, Plass,

& Homer, 2006; Mayer & Moreno, 2003, as cited in Cook et al., 2008). In this respect,

while the captioning might be largely benefiting learners’ in certain contexts (see

Yoshino et al., 2000; Winke et al., 2010), it could be creating cognitive overload on the

learners’ working memories at other times as the combination of both speech and text

(as it is the case in this experiment) may overwhelm learners’ visual channels according

to the dual-channel and limited-capacity assumptions of Mayer’s cognitive theory of

multimedia learning (Mayer, 2009). This study, hence, suggests a trade-off learning/

teaching strategy, i.e., including the captioning when and as much as required so that it

doesn’t overtax the learners’ working memory resources. “Taking this into account, dif-

ferent signalling techniques should be used to gain the learners’ attention and reduce

extraneous processing when aiming at focusing on specific linguistic aspects in multi-

media presentations incorporated into traditionally implemented classroom practices”

(Matus, 2018).

Nonetheless, while this study stresses the significance of captioning and its adjustable

settings like font size and colour for learning and improving language, many interesting

questions related to captioning would immediately arise like if we remove them would

we get the same results or otherwise this would change them? Is it the captioning/font/

frequency of use/ length of caption/repetition of caption - are all or any of these import-

ant for changing the results? Eye tracking would tell us if students are looking at the

captions at all? But then what if they look at the same video more than once, (consider-

ing Constant Reverse Navigation Pattern of working memory capacity, Graf, Lin,

Kinshuk Chen, & Yang, 2009) are they still reading the captions? These are particularly

relevant and intriguing questions but beyond the scope of this paper and hence deserve

the attention and effort in further possible studies.

To conclude with an important statistical note, even though all dependent variables

(except for the lexical density variable) set as indicators of fluency in writing have to
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various degrees shown some improvement in writing fluency as indicated by their

means differences in the paired-sample T. test results after five months of focused ex-

posure to YouTube, only two of them consistently showed statistically significant re-

sults across the three testing and analysis models (refer to T. test, Pearson correlation

and Regression analyses results) used in this work; these are the number of error-free

T. units per text, reflecting the accuracy dimension of fluency; and the organisation of

ideas of learners, reflecting the coherence and cohesion dimension of fluency. However,

the other variables (except for the lexical density variable which did show not any im-

provement) showed improvement but with no statistical significance in this population

sample. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no sufficient evidence to prove that

a significant difference exists between the learners’ performance before and after the

exposure to the suggested ICT tool as far as the fluency in writing is concerned; hence,

the null hypothesis (Ho) set in this work cannot be entirely rejected nor the alternative

hypothesis can be confidently accepted. Such common statistical insignificance and in-

consistency on the part of dependent variables may plausibly suggest that more data is

needed and further research is required to investigate the issue of writing fluency and

to validate the results of this research.

Limitations

One major challenge was learners’ worry about the accuracy over the fluency of their

written performance. Therefore, they were reassured that errors are not “signs of inhib-

ition” which need to be eradicated but rather as strategies of learning and as perfectly

natural aspects of second language acquisition Corder, S. P. (1967). However, learners

would be reminded of the significance of striking a balance between accuracy and flu-

ency in their formal and informal production as these two aspects of writing are closely

related that they are inseparable. Another limitation is related to creating learning envi-

ronments that are adaptive and responsive to specific learners in specific situations is

clearly possible, but as the New Media Consortium’s 2016 Horizon Report for Higher

Education indicates personalized learning is a significant challenge (Adams Becker,

Freeman, Giesinger Hall, Cummins, & Yuhnke, 2016). In this respect, the problem of

“one size fits all” when given two or three suggested episodes of the YouTube BBC lan-

guage show for learners to pick one from to be the crux of the matter for the next class,

naturally sometimes few learners would opt for a different topic from what the majority

of the class have agreed on to be discussed. In such cases the selected by those few

learners but not won by the majority topics would be noted and again re-suggested for

other classes to ensure diversified learning materials. Luckily the smart leaning environ-

ment could help with such challenges given the multitude of what now became inher-

ent characteristics and advantages of this learning environment and the plethora of

increasingly different learning topics and materials for everyone.

Conclusion
To conclude, this research evidently shows that the smart learning environment of ICT

multimedia technology as a source for language learning with its multiple handy fea-

tures can efficiently drive a range of desired effects for the optimization of writing flu-

ency of language use and expression in the language learners’ daily written
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communication. This research, both informed by the its results and other researches in

the literature supports the fact that such effects could be effectively driven as long as

the essential factors in the learning environment like high engagement, sufficient ex-

posure time, comprehensibility of learning input (on the part of the language learner)

and enhancement and intelligibility of learning input (on the part of the environment/

learning materials) are provided by its multi-mediated input, so much so that successful

learning is due at any moment. Also, compared to other sources of language learning

in the learners’ environment, multimedia educational tools developed by ICT like the

widely known platform YouTube, being preferred over other learning sources, can be

more effective and thus strongly recommended equally for language learners and

teachers where optimization of writing fluency is the target of learning. Multimedia ma-

terials through ICT technology has made the formal and informal experience of learn-

ing more effective and interactive as it is more adjustable, shareable and retainable.
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